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A B S T R A C T   

Sabancaya volcano is the youngest and second most active volcano in Peru. It is part of the Ampato-Sabancaya 
volcanic complex which sits to the south of the ancient Hualca Hualca volcano and several frequently active 
faults, thus resulting in complex volcano-tectonic interactions. After 15 years of repose, in 2013, a series of 4 
earthquakes with magnitude >4.5 occurred within 24 h, marking the beginning of a new episode of unrest. 
Several additional swarms of earthquakes occurred in the following years until magmatic eruptive activity 
started on 6 November 2016. This activity is ongoing as of this writing, with an average of 50 explosions per day. 
In this study, we present results of multiparametric monitoring of Sabancaya’s activity observed during 
2013–2020. Seismic data are used to create a one-dimensional seismic velocity model, to catalog, locate, and 
characterize earthquakes, to detect repeating earthquake families, and to monitor seismic velocity variations by 
ambient noise cross-correlation. These analyses are complemented by visual and remote sensing observations 
and ground deformation measurements. All monitored parameters showed significant changes on 6 November 
2016, the day of eruption onset, thus dividing the eruptive activity into pre-eruptive and eruptive stages. 

The unrest is characterized by high levels of seismic activity with hundreds of events detected per day. 
Volcano-tectonic (VT) earthquakes were dominant during the pre-eruptive period while long-period (LP) events 
and explosions have been most numerous since the eruption onset. Earthquake locations highlight long-lasting 
seismogenic zones along multiple previously active regional faults, as well as along newly identified faults. 
This VT seismicity is mainly distributed in a sector from the northwest to the east of the volcanic complex at 
distances of up to 30 km from the crater. We focus our analysis on two eruptive episodes: the eruption onset and 
subsequent crater migration from south to north, and the increase of lava dome extrusion rate in 2019. Both 
episodes are accompanied by seismic velocity decreases of up to 0.2% and are preceded by a few weeks by bursts 
of distal VT activity, including numerous repeating earthquakes. These repeated events were located on several 
remote tectonic faults (5–25 km from the vent). We suggest that these phenomena could be due to the injection of 
a batch of magma in the deep reservoir and/or conduit, which would generate 1) a pressure wave propagating in 
the hydrothermal system, triggering the bursts of seismic activity and 2) slow rising of magma by melting old 
material filling the conduit that eventually produced the eruptive and dome growth acceleration events.   

1. Introduction 

Sabancaya volcano (Peru) has been erupting since November 2016. 

Stratovolcanoes with long-lasting eruptive cycles, such as Sabancaya, 
pose a significant threat to local populations for three main reasons. 1) 
They constantly expose local populations to variable amounts of ash that 
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can cause chronic health problems (Baxter et al., 2014), they pose a risk 
to the life and livelihood of local communities by damaging infrastruc-
ture and displacing populations, and they can have global impacts by 
disrupting business and air travel (e.g., Brown et al., 2015; Loughlin 
et al., 2015; Ridley et al., 2014). 2) Continuous accumulation of pyro-
clastic material on the flanks of the volcanic edifice promotes the for-
mation of rain-triggered lahars (Jones et al., 2015). 3) Local authorities 
and populations used to consider the frequent low activity of the volcano 
as a normal activity level and might underestimate the potential impacts 
of the less frequent but larger eruptions (Mothes et al., 2015). 

Many, but not all, volcanic eruptions are preceded by some form of 
unrest, including increased seismic activity, ground deformation, gas 
emissions, and thermal anomalies (e.g., Barberi et al., 1984; Newhall, 
2000; Potter et al., 2015; Reath et al., 2016; White and McCausland, 
2016; Pesicek et al., 2021). Long-term monitoring is the best means of 
recognizing these signs of unrest and determining whether they are 
anomalous or not, and particularly if they are indicative of an impending 
eruption (e.g., Phillipson et al., 2013), or changing hazards during an 
eruption (e.g., Sparks, 2003; Segall, 2013). However, to determine 
whether activity is anomalous, a baseline for background behavior must 
be established beforehand. 

During long-lasting eruptions, eruptive dynamics can rapidly shift 
from low level activity to highly explosive activity that translates into 
substantial increase of volcanic threat (Hidalgo et al., 2015). The com-
bined analysis of continuous geophysical signals recorded by monitoring 
networks can give, in near real-time, at least qualitative insights into the 
volcano’s behavior and help to forecast eruptive events (Ripepe et al., 

2002, 2005). Monitoring and accurately interpreting the evolution of 
eruptive dynamics through geophysical observations ideally requires 
multiparametric monitoring systems including seismic, acoustic, 
geodetic, thermal, geochemical, infrared (IR), and visual observations. 

Sabancaya was the first volcano monitored by the Instituto Geofísico 
del Perú (IGP). Seismological measurements date back to the 1990s; the 
first seismic network became operational during the eruption of 
1986–1998. This first network was, however, removed after the erup-
tion. On 23 February 2013, one day after the beginning of a new unrest 
episode, temporary stations were deployed. Although seismic moni-
toring remains the primary monitoring method, Sabancaya volcano is 
also now monitored by geodetic instruments, remote sensing equipment, 
video cameras, DOAS, multiGAS equipment, and other periodic mea-
surements such as Self-Potential (SP). 

Sabancaya volcano (15◦ 49.3′S, 71◦ 52.7′W, 5967 m) is a part of the 
Ampato-Sabancaya volcanic complex (ASVC) in the Central Volcanic 
Zone of the Andes (Fig. 1). The ASVC is situated to the southeast of 
Hualca Hualca volcano (HHV) (6025 m asl), a Pleistocene stratovolcano. 
To the north of the ASVC and HHV lies an extensive system of active 
faults and lineaments. This includes the Huambo-Cabanaconde Fault 
Zone to the northwest, which is composed of the Trigal, Solarpampa and 
Mojopampa normal faults and minor subparallel faults; the Ichupampa 
normal fault to the northeast; the Pampa Sepina fault zone and Sepina 
lineament to the east and northeast; and the Huanca normal fault to the 
southwest (Sébrier et al., 1985; Huaman-Rodrigo et al., 1993; Mering 
et al., 1996; Machare et al., 2003). Most of these faults were first mapped 
using field data and satellite images; the existence of several of them was 

Fig. 1. Structural and locaion map of Sabancaya volcano as part of the Central Volcanic Zone (CVZ) of the Andes of southern Peru. Red rectangle in the inset maps 
indicates the study area shown in the enlarged map. Most of the mapped faults are obtained from the Geological and Mining Catastre (Geocatmin) system (https://ge 
ocatmin.ingemmet.gob.pe/geocatmin/). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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corroborated with earthquake swarms and interferograms (e.g., Solar-
pampa, Mojopampa, Sepina, Ichupampa), and most of these mapped 
faults are available in Geocatmin system (https://geocatmin.ingemmet. 
gob.pe/geocatmin/). 

The seismicity at Sabancaya from 1990 to 2020 was typically shallow 
(within 15 km below the summit) and swarm-like in nature, i.e., con-
centrations of high-frequency earthquakes in time and space, rather than 
mainshock-aftershock sequences and the magnitudes rarely exceeded 
M4.5. Much of this seismicity reflects the reactivation of active fault 
systems related to magma intrusion (Rodríguez and Uribe, 1994; 
Antayhua et al., 2001, 2002; Jay et al., 2015; MacQueen et al., 2020; 
Boixart et al., 2020). However, the interaction of the volcanic and tec-
tonic zones remains poorly understood. Multi-parametric seismic anal-
ysis should help us better understand their complex relationship. In 
addition, a total of 67 groundwater sources have been identified sur-
rounding the ASVC, 40 of which correspond to hot springs whose tem-
peratures are above 20 ◦C (source Geocatmin system), including the 
Pinchollo geyser north of HHV (Fig. 1). Furthermore, preliminary results 
of SP measurements around ASVC (Alvarez, 2017; Puma et al., 2018) 
indicate that both volcanoes have active shallow hydrothermal systems, 
while the HHV does not, which would indicate that the thermal springs 
in HHV are of meteoric origin. These observations also indicate the 
presence of aquifers and hydrothermal systems in the surrounding 
region. 

In this paper, we study the long-term evolution of the 2013–2020 
unrest at Sabancaya volcano, including the pre-eruptive and eruptive 
stages. Although our analysis is largely based on seismic monitoring 
data, other data and observations greatly contribute to our under-
standing of the volcanic activity. Using the seismic data, we estimate an 
optimal one-dimensional (1D) velocity model, then use it to relocate 
hypocenters. Next, we analyze earthquake swarms and the time occur-
rence of repeaters associated with the two major eruptive events: the 
eruption onset followed by the crater migration and the dome growing 
acceleration in 2019. Lastly, we estimate apparent seismic velocity 
variations (AVV) using ambient noise cross-component and coda wave 
interferometry. In addition to these seismic analyses, 1) geodetic data 
were analyzed to interpret deformation patterns associated with the 
eruptive process, particularly during the dome extrusions in 2019, 2) 
visual images were processed to characterize the evolution of plumes, 3) 
satellite thermal data were used to identify thermal anomalies (Coppola 
et al., 2015), and 4) aerial images (obtained by drones and satellites) 
allowed us to measure the evolution of the lava dome. Finally, by inte-
grating the multi-disciplinary data, we characterize the 2013–2020 
eruptive episode and discuss its implications for the magma plumbing 
system beneath Sabancaya volcano. 

2. Geological setting 

2.1. Geological history 

The Quaternary volcanic arc in southern Peru is composed of at least 
16 volcanic centers and several monogenetic fields (e.g., Siebert et al., 
2010; Macedo Sánchez et al., 2016), 12 of which are monitored in real 
time by the IGP (Machacca et al., 2021). The morphology of the ASVC, 
slightly affected by glacial erosion, suggests a younger age than HHV. 
HHV, the oldest stratovolcano consisting mainly of lava flows, was 
probably constructed during the Pleistocene (Gerbe and Thouret, 2004; 
Thouret et al., 2007). Currently, it shows a horseshoe-shaped caldera 
morphology, open to the north (Colca canyon) that can be linked mainly 
to the collapse of the northern flank (Fig. 1) and is associated with 
intense glacial erosion. Sabancaya and Ampato form a less dissected 
massif, aligned along a N50◦E trend, decreasing in age from SW to NE 
(Fig. 1). An andesitic lava flow emplaced over Pliocene ignimbrites and 
forming the basement of the two stratovolcanoes places the growth of 
Ampato and Sabancaya during the late Pleistocene to Holocene (Gerbe 
and Thouret, 2004). 

The eruptive chronology of the ASVC is detailed by Samaniego et al. 
(2016) and comprises several distinct stages. The Ampato basal edifice 
was built during at least two cone-building stages dated at 450–400 ka 
and 230–200 ka (Samaniego et al., 2016). After a period of quiescence, 
the Ampato upper edifice developed on the remnants of the Basal edifice 
about 80 to 70 ka ago. This edifice comprises several cone-building 
stages that successively shaped the current peaks of Ampato: the 
northern, southern, and central cones. The southern peak, which is the 
largest, was built over several effusive episodes between 40 and 20 ka 
(Samaniego et al., 2016). The Baylillas tephra fallout sequence and the 
Corinta Plinian fallout deposit testify to the intense explosive activity 
during this volcanic stage. The last cone-building stage of Ampato 
constructed the central cone from 20 to 10 ka, and probably continued 
until Holocene times. During the Holocene, eruptive activity migrated to 
the NE and built up the mostly effusive Sabancaya edifice. 

The edifice of Sabancaya developed in two stages: (1) a basal edifice 
represented by a sequence of blocky lava flows that spilled out as far as 8 
km from the summit toward the W to SE, onto the older rocks of the 
Ampato and HHV probably as early as the Holocene–Pleistocene 
boundary (Samaniego et al., 2016; Bromley et al., 2019) and (2) a young 
cone represented by a sequence of lava flows rests in discordancy on the 
lavas of the previous stage. This unit also includes a young cone, covered 
by pyroclastic material, with an active summit crater. These lava flows 
reach 4–5 km from the vent, have a thickness of 40–60 m and consist of 
porphyritic andesites and dacites (Samaniego et al., 2016). The northern 
cone contains an active semi-circular crater with a maximum diameter 
of 384 m, which migrated to the NW sector during this eruptive episode. 
Inside this crater lies a recent lava dome emplaced on 5 February 2017. 

2.2. Eruptive history 

The 1986–1998 eruptive activity ended a dormant period of about 
200 years (Siebert et al., 2010). The previous recorded volcanic activity 
occurred during the 18th century, as suggested by Spanish chronicles 
(Travada and Córdova, 1752; Zamácola and Jaúregui, 1888). From the 
18th century to 1986, Sabancaya was characterized by weak fumarolic 
activity visible in the crater. Fumarolic activity increased beginning in 
December 1986 and frequent pulses of steam and ash emission were 
reported in June 1988 (Global Volcanism Program, 1988). The activity 
then gradually increased until the few days of intense seismic activity 
preceding the crisis (VEI 2–3) that began on 29 May 1990 (Global 
Volcanism Program, 1990). Vulcanian explosions generated 1–5 km 
high ash plumes sometimes reaching heights of 7 km. Ash fall was 
dispersed >12 km from the summit. In September 1990, 10 to 15 seismic 
events per day were recorded and this rate increased to up to 50 in 
October 1990. These events were located about 10 km NE of the crater 
(Thouret et al., 1994). The eruptive activity at Sabancaya volcano 
consisted of alternating low and moderate magnitude (VEI 1 and 2) 
Vulcanian events. The bulk volume of the tephra emitted during the 
climactic phase of the eruption from May to October 1990 has been 
estimated at 0.025 km3 (Thouret et al., 1994). 

The current eruptive activity ended a 15-year repose period. During 
2013–2015, Sabancaya emitted white and blue gases that eventually 
rose to 2000 m high. Subsequently, on the 6 November 2016, a new 
eruptive process began. From 2016 until the present day, Sabancaya has 
been displaying moderate explosive activity characterized by the 
continuous emission of fine ash and gas rising to 4000 m above the 
summit of the volcano. Table 1 lists the chronology of the most impor-
tant events observed at this volcano. 

3. Multi-parametric monitoring and data analysis 

In this study we use data from ground-based monitoring equipment 
and satellite techniques, observations from previous reports, and avail-
able photos spanning from 2013 to 2020. Although seismic methods 
comprise the bulk of the analysis, we begin by summarizing other 
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sources of monitoring data. 

3.1. Deformation measurements 

Continuous measurements of ground deformation at Sabancaya 
volcano started in December 2018. The GPS network consists of two 
Trimble NetR9 receptors with choke ring antenna, recording at an in-
terval of 30 s, collocated with the SABA and HLCA seismic stations 
(Fig. 2). The time series of station SABA is presented in the supporting 
information (Fig. S1). 

In addition, an interferogram was obtained by comparing images in 
the ascending pass of the Sentinel-1 Mission (relative orbit = 47) on 24 
May 2015 and 27 May 2020. The result obtained with the interfero-
metric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) technique is displayed in 
Fig. S2. Additionally, we computed the temporal evolution of the rela-
tive displacement from Sentinel 1 data, on the N flank of the crater (near 
station HLCA) with respect to the reference point (near station PATA) 
between 2015 and 2020 (Fig. S1). The results suggest that during 2020 a 
continuous uplift process remained active north of Sabancaya volcano. 
This uplift is a continuation of the uplift process described by Boixart 
et al. (2020) for the period of 2014–2019 and MacQueen et al. (2020) for 
the period of 1992–2019. The deformation identified to the north of 
Sabancaya volcano shows at least 7 complete fringes from blue to red, 
which indicates a positive displacement (~20 cm), with respect to the 
direction of view of the satellite. 

3.2. Video camera network 

The IGP deployed three video cameras at SB1, CAJA and MRCA 
stations (Fig. 2) on October 2016 and April and December of 2019, 
located 31.8 km NE, 11.1 km SE and 9.2 km NW from the active crater, 
respectively, which recorded one picture every 30 s. Plume elevations 
from 2013 to 2016 were estimated using pictures taken during field 
surveys. Since October 2016, ash plume elevations have been obtained 
using continuous images taken by the monitoring video cameras. The 
maximum ash plume elevation of each event before the explosive ac-
tivity (between February 2013 to 6 November 2016) was <2 km. After 6 
November 2016, the maximum ash plume elevation increased, reaching 
>4 km during several explosions. The coloration of the plume got darker 
after the first explosions of November, indicating higher ash concen-
tration (Fig. S3). The bluish coloration of some plumes is interpreted as 
the presence of sulfur dioxide gas (SO2), which reacts with water in the 
atmosphere to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4). When it cools, it forms fine 
particles of aerosol scattering light, creating a bluish visible plume (e.g., 
Zelenski et al., 2015). 

3.3. Remote sensing observations 

Sabancaya volcano is also monitored by satellite-based remote- 
sensing on local and regional scales. Monitored parameters include SO2 
flux, hot spots in the crater, ash dispersion, topographic changes. To 
track the topographic changes, particularly extrusion of the lava dome in 
the summit crater, we use the satellite images available at Sentinel-2 
Playground™ imagery (https://apps.sentinel-hub.com/sentinel-pl 
ayground/) that delivers one image every five days in 13 bands. Ther-
mal emissions by hot bodies are detected in the Short-Wave InfraRed 
(SWIR) channel (bands 12, 8A, 4), with a spatial resolution of 20 m/ 
pixel. We use SWIR images to detect thermal anomalies and to retrieve 
their temporal and spatial information (e.g., timeseries, location, size, 
and shape) from the lava dome into the crater. 

Thermal anomalies at Sabancaya volcano are monitored by the 
MIROVA system (Middle InfraRed Observations of Volcanic Activity; htt 
p://www.mirovaweb.it/?action=volcanoDetails&volcano_i 
d=354006). The system is based on the analysis of infrared data ac-
quired by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer sensor 
(MODIS) and uses the Middle InfraRed Radiation (MIR) recorded with 1 
km2 resolution to detect, locate and measure the heat radiated from 
volcanic activity (Coppola et al., 2015). MIROVA measures the volcanic 
radiative power (VRP) using the MIR-method (Wooster et al., 2003). 
Results in near real-time are displayed on its website (www.mirovaweb. 
it). 

3.4. Seismic monitoring and analysis 

3.4.1. Seismic network 
A network of seismometers has been developed since 2013. On 23 

February 2013, two temporary stations, CAJ0 and SAB0, were deployed 
at approximately 11 and 3 km away from the active vent, respectively. 
In March, these two sites were reoccupied (now SABA and CAJA) and a 
third was added (PATA), all as permanent stations with telemetry. 
Additionally, between April and December 2013, six temporary stations 
were deployed (ACHM, OCHK, CBN2, LMUC, TRKN and SLL2) (Fig. 2). 
In 2013, a total of up to nine seismic stations were operating simulta-
neously. Between 2014 and 2017, the SABA, CAJA and PATA permanent 
stations recorded continuously, plus three temporary stations (AMPA, 
HLCA and OCHK). In addition, data from stations CHVY, HSAL, MISA 
and UBI1 of the national seismic network of IGP were used to comple-
ment the seismic network. Later, in 2018 and early 2019, 3 new tele-
metered seismic stations were installed (MRCA, PNCH and HLCA). Since 
March 2019, the IGP has had seven permanent seismic stations dedi-
cated to monitoring the volcano, all of them being telemetered to 
Arequipa. 

Table 1 
Summary of the main events of eruptive and seismic activity of Sabancaya 
volcano between 2013 and 2020.  

Date Description 

22 February 2013 A new unrest episode started with 4 earthquakes with 
magnitudes >4.5 in 24 h. 

23 February 2013 The first temporary seismic station was installed, 
recording a high rate of seismicity in the area. 

17 July 2013 M-5.9 earthquake occurred on the northwest flank of 
HHV, 18 km from the active crater of Sabancaya. 

01 January – 14 August 
2016 

New fumarolic fields, located 500–1000 m to the north, 
northwest, and northeast of the crater, were activated, one 
of which generated emissions up to 500 m high, visible at 
30 km. 

15 August 2016 A M5.3 earthquake occurred on the Ichupampa fault 
system, ~30 km from the active crater. This is the most 
recent large earthquake observed during the unrest 
period. 

2 November 2016 One large shallow VT event occurred. 
6 November 2016 The first explosion with a dense ash column started at 

15:40 UTC, initiating the new eruptive activity with 
highly recurrent Vulcanian explosions that continue to the 
present (January 2023). Since the eruption onset, the 
fumarolic fields located outside the crater have decreased 
in activity, although some of them remain active today. 

24 December 2016 Apparent velocity decrease began, exceeding the limits of 
the seasonal fluctuations observed in years prior. 

5 February 2017 Sentinel-2 images show new thermal anomalies at the 
northwest sector of the initial crater, the first evidence of 
the migration (160 m) from the old to the new crater. 

February–July 2017 Sentinel-2 images show thermal anomalies inside both 
craters simultaneously, indicating that both craters were 
active during this period. 

February 2018–April 
2019 

Explosive activity decreased with respect to the previous 
stage and remained constant until May 2020. 

2 May 2019 Satellite images show the presence of a dome in the new 
crater, which remains active today. 

12 August 2019 High–frequency event rates increased (Fig. 11b), 
culminating in an acceleration of dome growth on 1 
October 2019 

2020 Activity decreased, similar to February 2018–April 2019, 
and remains low.  
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Fig. 2. a) Map of the permanent and temporary seismic network (blue and gray inverted triangles, respectively) around Sabancaya volcano. The yellow circles show 
the position of GPS stations. The green octagons display the positions of video cameras. The red star corresponds to the position of the active vent. The small black 
circles indicate the principal villages or reference places mentioned in the text, the red squares correspond to the position of geothermal sources. b) Activity period of 
seismic stations, in black broadband stations and gray short period stations. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 
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In this study, we used continuous data recorded at the closest 
broadband station SABA (Guralp 40-T; 30 s – 50 Hz) during the period 
from 2013 to 2020 to create the seismic catalog, estimate seismic energy 
and compute seismic velocity changes. The other 14 stations sur-
rounding the volcano, including three stations of the national network, 
were used mostly for source location. 

3.4.2. Seismic velocity model, earthquake locations, magnitudes, and 
energy 

In order to determine a 1D velocity model for the study area, we used 
the Velest package (Kissling et al., 1994; Kissling et al., 1995). This 
method looks for the model that produces the smallest travel time re-
siduals for the locations of a set of events. We only used data from the 
2013 campaign, when the station coverage was maximal, and we 
selected events according to the following criteria: (a) the events must 
be recorded by 5 or more stations, (b) the azimuthal gap should be 
<180◦, and (c) the root mean square (RMS) residual should be <0.35 s. 
A total of 683 seismic events were selected, yielding 3784 P phases and 
3594 S phases. The output velocity models (Fig. S4) were obtained by 
solving the coupled hypocenter-velocity problem iteratively (7 times) 
with Velest. The final velocity model (Table S1) was taken as the average 
of the 50 best models, those that exhibited the lowest misfit (RMS re-
sidual) values (< 0.13 s). In this model, for depths below sea level, ve-
locities are consistent with the IASP91 models (Kennett and Engdahl, 
1991) and with the regional S-wave velocity model obtained by ambient 
noise tomography studies (Ma and Clayton, 2014). The improvements 
on the precision of source location (RMS and horizontal and vertical 
error reduction) with the new model are presented in Fig. S4. 

The seismic sources of the complete dataset were then located using 
the new velocity model and the NonLinLoc algorithm (Lomax et al., 
2000). This method is based on a probabilistic approach (Tarantola and 
Valette, 1982) and provides a more complete description of un-
certainties. Earthquakes are filtered by number of stations ≥ 4, gap ≤
270◦, horizontal error ≤ 5 km, vertical error ≤ 10 km and RMS < 0.35 s. 
The results are presented in Section 4.1. 

To estimate the magnitudes of earthquakes at Sabancaya volcano, we 
developed an appropriate local magnitude scale for this region. Local 
magnitude scale (ML) was defined by Richter (1935) as follows: 

ML = logA − logA0 + S (1)  

where A is the amplitude measured in millimeters on a Wood-Anderson 
seismograph, S is the station correction factor, and − log A0 is the dis-
tance correction factor. For this study, we estimate − log A0 for Saban-
caya volcano based on 20,576 amplitude measurements of 2412 seismic 
events recorded at 6 seismic stations and we used 17 km as the reference 
distance (Hutton and Boore, 1987). Results of the inversion procedure 
following Miao and Langston (2007) is summarized as: 

− logA0 = (1.7707± 0.029)log(rh/17)+ ( − 0.0064± 0.001)log(rh − 17)+ 2
(2)  

where rh is the hypocentral distance in km. The results differ from pre-
vious regional studies (Condori et al., 2017) but are similar to results in 
other volcanic environments (Fig. S5) with 17 km as the reference dis-
tance (e.g., Greenfield et al., 2018). 

Finally, seismic energy has been calculated using the eq. (3) 
formulated by Johnson and Aster (2005) on the vertical (Z) component 
of station SABA, 

E =
2πr2ρcS2

A

∫ T

0
y2(t)dt (3)  

where r is the distance from the source (3000 m), ρ is the density (2600 
kg m− 3), c is the P wave velocity (3000 ms− 1), A is the attenuation 
correction, S the seismic site response correction (fixed at 1), y(t) is the 
ground particle velocity, and T is the duration of the analyzed time 

window. We assumed that the source was at a shallow depth below the 
crater. 

3.4.3. Seismic event classification 
To classify seismic events, we used the records at station SABA, 

which is the closest station to the crater and thus can detect the smallest 
events. We adopted a terminology similar to previous studies (Lahr 
et al., 1994; McNutt, 1996; Chouet and Matoza, 2013; White and 
McCausland, 2016). Event types are based on signal characteristics, such 
as frequency content, type of onset, duration of the signal, and for some 
types, the location of the source with respect to the crater. The main 
types of signals observed at Sabancaya are volcano tectonic (VT), long 
period (LP), hybrid (HYB), tornillo (TOR), very long period (VLP), gas 
emission, explosion (EXP), spasmodic tremor (TRE), harmonic tremor 
(TRA) and lahars (LAH) (Fig. 3). VT events are characterized by clear 
onsets and high frequency content (up to 25 Hz) and are further grouped 
based on their distance to the eruptive vent. Classical VT events occur 
below the eruptive vent in the summit crater (usually with TS-TP < 1.5 s 
at SABA station). VTs that occur farther from the vent, generally from 
~3 to 30 km or more in horizontal distance and between 2 and 15 km in 
depth, are termed distal VTs (dVTs) following White and McCausland 
(2016). At Sabancaya, this distinction by distance is used for descriptive 
purposes only, as some earthquakes classified as dVT may actually be 
proximal to the magma chamber, which is offset to the N of the crater, as 
discussed later. HYB are catalogued based on their waveform and fre-
quency content (clear high frequency onset [5–15 Hz] but predomi-
nantly LP in the coda). Gas emissions are cigar-shaped emergent signals 
with frequency contents in the range of 4–15 Hz (Fig. 3). These events 
were observed mainly in the pre-eruptive period and are visually 
correlated with gas emission pulses. TOR events are a type of LP event 
mostly related to active hydrothermal systems characterized by slowly 
decaying coda waves (e.g., Torres et al., 1996). They are long lasting (up 
to several minutes), with emergent or impulsive onsets, and typically 
have 1–3 narrow spectral peaks (< 5 Hz.) (Fig. 3). VLP is a characteristic 
long-period event [3.0–1.2 s] that accompanies, in most of the cases, 
explosion and steam emission signals at Sabancaya volcano. TRE are 
sustained signals that can last from tens of seconds to hours and occur 
over a frequency range from 0.8 to 10 Hz, with a wide range of spectral 
content. TRA episodes are continuous oscillations characterized by 
sharp spectral peaks with multiple harmonic overtones which glide as a 
function of time (e.g., Benoit and Mcnutt, 1997; Lesage et al., 2006). The 
fundamental frequency ranges between ~0.9–3 Hz with typical dura-
tions of 2–7 min but occasionally longer. TOR events occur only in the 
pre-eruptive period, while TRA episodes only occur during the eruption. 
We use the terms ‘low frequency events’ (LFEs) to include LP, HYB, TOR, 
VLP and EXP, and ‘high frequency events’ (HFEs) to refer to dVT and VT 
events. EXP and LP events are distinguished by their amplitude levels 
and the characteristic signature of EXP, which consists of two phases 
(coupled events) with a time separation of 10–35 s at 3050 m to the 
crater. 

3.4.4. Repeating earthquake analysis 
Earthquakes with similar waveforms are often referred to as multi-

plets, families or repeaters, and have been identified in many tectonic 
and volcanic settings. For example, repeaters have been observed along 
the San Andreas and Calaveras Faults in California and are interpreted as 
repeated rupture of a fault patch (e.g., Vidale et al., 1994; Nadeau et al., 
1995; Ellsworth, 1995). At volcanoes, mainly LP repeaters are 
commonly observed during dome building eruptive sequences (e.g., 
Frémont and Malone, 1987; Rowe et al., 2004; Power and Lalla, 2010; 
Thelen et al., 2011), during basaltic eruptions (e.g., Battaglia et al., 
2003; Saccorotti et al., 2007), and during non-eruptive time periods 
(Lin, 2017) and have been associated with different conduit processes in 
various ways. However, repeaters of VT events can also occur 
throughout the eruptive cycle on a volcanic edifice, including on nearby 
tectonic faults in complex tectonic environments (e.g., White et al., 
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2011; Massin et al., 2013; Wellik et al., 2021). 
Repeaters have become increasingly important in volcano seis-

mology and several approaches have been developed to analyze them (e. 
g., Matoza et al., 2015; Lengliné et al., 2016; Hotovec-Ellis and Jeffries, 
2016; Shapiro et al., 2017). In this study we used the Repeating 

Earthquake Detector in Python (REDPy; Hotovec-Ellis and Jeffries, 
2016) program for detecting repeating earthquakes. This program de-
tects events by applying the classic short-time average to long-time 
average (STA/LTA) algorithm, and cross-correlating core events 
(representative waveforms of each family obtained by the Reachability 

Fig. 3. Waveform and spectrum for the different types of volcanic earthquakes observed at Sabancaya volcano during 2013–2020. Signals are recorded at SABA on 
the vertical component. Acronyms in the figure are: dVT (distal volcano tectonic), VT (volcano tectonic), LP (long period), HYB (hybrid), TOR (tornillo), VLP (very 
long period), EXP (explosion), TRA (harmonic tremor), TRE (spasmodic tremor) and LAH (lahar). 
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functions (Ankerst et al., 1999)) with other detected events. If an event 
correlates above a defined threshold, it is defined as part of a family, 
otherwise it is labeled as an orphan event unless a match is later found. 
An advantage of this program is that it does not require predefined 
templates or training data to be provided a priori. 

The families of events are computed using records from the closest 
station to the crater (SABA, Z component) in the band 0.8–10 Hz, and are 
classified based on their core event, as described in Section 3.4.3. We 
used LTA and STA windows of 8 and 0.8 s, respectively, and a STA/LTA 
ratio to turn a trigger on (off) was set to 3.0 s (2.0 s). We tested the 
method with different correlation coefficient (CC) values and time 
windows and chose CC = 0.85 and a 40 s window as our preferred 
values, which we then used to detect event families for the 2016–2020 
period. For this period, the percentage of repeaters from all triggered 
events varies from a few to 5%, but there are two main periods in which 
the percentage of repeaters reaches 10% (sometimes even exceeding 
20%) of the total triggered events (Fig. 4). 

Here we focus on repeaters for the two periods that exhibit major 
morphological changes in the summit crater; November 2016 to 
September 2017 (associated with crater migration) and January to 
December 2019 (associated to accelerated dome growth). For July 
2016–February 2017, a total of 2538 families and 16,167 repeaters were 
identified, while for year 2019, 2202 families and 14,394 repeaters were 
identified. The waveform, frequency content, and signal duration of 
some families are presented in Fig. 5 and discussed later in Sections 4.4 
and 4.5. 

3.4.5. Estimation of seismic velocity changes by ambient noise cross- 
correlation 

In recent years, seismic velocity changes associated with volcanic 
activity have been observed at an increasing number of volcanoes (e.g., 
Brenguier et al., 2008; Budi-Santoso and Lesage, 2016; Bennington 
et al., 2018; Yates et al., 2019; Machacca-Puma et al., 2019). These tiny 
variations are generally estimated by coda wave interferometry using 
cross-correlation functions of seismic noise recorded by two stations, but 
can also be derived using two components of a single station (e.g., De 
Plaen et al., 2016; Bennington et al., 2018; Caudron et al., 2022). In this 
study, we used cross-component correlation functions for components of 
station SABA. 

Data pre-processing consists of several steps. We first prepared 
waveforms in one-hour long segments and removed the mean and trend. 
As a second step, we down-sampled the signal to 50 Hz, applied spectral 
whitening and filtered the records in different frequency ranges (0.1–1, 
0.3–1, 1–3, 3–5 and 5–8 Hz). To suppress high amplitude events, we 

performed amplitude normalization in the time domain by amplitude 
clipping (Bensen et al., 2007) at 3 times the RMS. After that we 
computed the noise cross-component functions (NCFs) and stacked them 
over 24 h. Daily NCFs calculated with <6 h of data are discarded because 
of their low signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. S6a displays an example of cor-
relogram calculated over 2019. 

The velocity variations (dv/v) were estimated using the stretching 
method (Lobkis and Weaver, 2003; Sens-Schönfelder and Wegler, 2006), 
which consists of stretching or compressing the reference or the current 
NCF in order to maximize the correlation coefficient (CC) between the 
two functions in selected delay windows in the coda. In the general case, 
the perturbation is not uniform, and dv/v should be considered as an 
‘apparent’ velocity variation (AVV). Fig. S6b displays an example of 
AVV resulting from stretching the causal and acausal part of NCF in the 
coda, with a resolution of one value per day. 

Finally, in order to improve the precision, to reduce the volcanic 
source effect and to increase the robustness of our estimation of AVV, we 
calculated the velocity variation without reference following Brenguier 
et al. (2014) and Gómez-García et al. (2018) (see also supplementary 
material). In Fig. S7 we present the results of AVV in five frequency 
bands for SABA station. High frequency bands are affected by large VTs 
and tectonic earthquakes to a greater extent compared to low frequency 
ones (Fig. S7). For these reasons we decided to compute long term 
(2014–2020) AVV only in the frequency range of 0.1–1.0 Hz. For 
computational reasons, we split out the analysis of dv/v into segments of 
14 months, with overlap of one month. Results of AVV are presented in 
Section 4.2. 

4. Volcanic unrest and eruption 

4.1. Spatio-temporal distribution of seismic activity 

During the study period, Sabancaya volcano was characterized by 
high levels of seismic activity, located on several surrounding faults, 
which sometimes were activated simultaneously. In this section, we 
present a brief description of the spatio-temporal distribution of seismic 
activity based on the hypocenter locations carried out with the local 
seismic network and the new velocity model presented in Section 3.4.2. 

The first strong seismic unrest near Sabancaya volcano was noticed 
when four earthquakes with magnitude 4.6, 5.2, 5.0 and 4.5 were re-
ported within a couple of hours by the national seismological service of 
Peru on 22 February 2013 (Tavera et al., 2013). These earthquakes 
(white circles in Fig. 6a) were felt in the Colca canyon towns and were 
located by the national seismic network between 7 and 13 km from the 

Fig. 4. Daily number of triggers of all types produced by REDPy (black line), and percentage of events belonging to repeaters (red line) at SABA station, during 
2016–2020. The percentage of repeaters clearly increased before the onset of eruption in 2016 and the episode of dome extrusion in 2019. The top horizontal hatched 
bars correspond to the eruption period, and gray shade zone correspond to period of dome acceleration. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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active vent on the southeast side of Sabancaya. Hypocenter uncertainties 
for these first four M4+ earthquakes are on the order of 10 km. At this 
time there were no local seismic stations, thus they were located using 
stations >50 km. A day after these events, temporary stations started to 
be deployed around Sabancaya, but seismicity remained low without 
significant (>20 localized events/day) bursts. A new swarm peaked on 
17 July 2013, when an earthquake with a moment magnitude (Mw) of 
5.9 occurred 15 km NW from the crater, along the Mojopampa fault. The 
focal mechanism for this event suggests normal faulting, consistent with 
the trend of the Mojopampa fault and larger Huambo-Cabanaconde fault 
system. 

In 2014, few earthquakes were located due to limited data avail-
ability (Fig. 2b). The seismic activity was located about 8 km NNE and E 
of the active crater, near a place known as Hornillos, and was about 4–8 
km deep (Fig. 6b). Some events occurred at distances <3 km from the 
crater to the NE and with depths <0 km a.s.l. 

During 2015, the seismicity was located mainly to NNE of Sabancaya 
volcano in the N32◦E directional fault system that runs through Maca 
village, an area of high geological activity and mass movement (Lacroix 
et al., 2015). A second important source was located on the NW side of 
the volcano, between the Solarpampa and Mojopampa faults, similar to 
activity observed in 2013, but 7.5 km away from the M5.9 in 2013. 
Other minor sources were concentrated to the NE of the crater along the 
Sepina fault system and Hornillos (NNE) at depths <10 km (Fig. 6c). 

In 2016 and 2017, the seismicity was concentrated along the Sepina 
fault system with main foci located at 7, 13, and 23 km from the crater 
(Fig. 6d, e). Another important seismogenic zone was the intersection of 
Sepina fault with the Ichupampa fault system at depths <15 km. On 15 
August 2016, a M5.3 strike-slip earthquake occurred at this intersection 
(Fig. 6d). A new lineament system (not mapped) was identified in 2017 
around Coporaque village, at 29 km NE of the crater, parallel to the 
Ichupampa fault system (Fig. 6e). 

Fig. 5. Waveforms (gray), corresponding core events (black), and spectrum for 20 repeaters recorded on the vertical component of SABA in 2019. The waveforms are 
band-pass filtered with 4 poles, zero phase filter and corner frequencies of 0.8 and 10 Hz and all amplitudes are normalized to the maximum. The type of volcanic 
earthquakes, family ID and the numbers of events in each family are indicated. 
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Fig. 6. Yearly maps of seismicity around Sabancaya volcano during 2013–2020 (from a to h). The colors represent the depth of the earthquakes. Red triangles 
indicate the position of Sabancaya summit, white inverted triangles indicate seismic stations, star in d) indicates the pre-eruptive shallow VT location, and black lines 
indicate main fault systems. Focal mechanisms were obtained from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor catalog (https://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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In 2018, the seismicity was concentrated in multiple foci, most of 
them located to the north and northeast of the volcano at depths shal-
lower than 5 km below the surface of the volcano (Fig. 6f). 

The seismicity in 2019 was located on the NW, N, NE, and E flanks of 
the volcano (Fig. 6g). During the second semester, strong seismic ac-
tivity occurred on the east side of the volcano and preceded the increase 
of volcanic activity and dome growth. During this year, eight events 
were recorded with magnitudes greater than ML4. The largest earth-
quake (ML4.9) detected on 21 May 2019 occurred 5 km north of the 
crater, above the deep inflationary source, with a focal mechanism 
corresponding to an oblique normal fault dipping 56◦ to the northwest 
and parallel to the Sepina fault system. 

In 2020, the seismic activity remained at high levels in the N, NE, and 
E flanks, similar to that of 2019 (Fig. 6h). The largest earthquake (M4.5) 
occurred 11 km to the north of the crater, inside the collapse scarp of 
HHV north flank. Its focal mechanism indicates an oblique normal fault 
dipping 56◦ to the north, in one of the most active fault systems. 

The focal mechanisms of the large earthquakes that occurred on the 
northwest flank (close to the inflation source) consist of dip slip move-
ments, sometimes with a small strike-slip component (Fig. 6a, c). The 

earthquakes located NE and SE of the volcano have a strike-slip mech-
anism (e.g., 15 Aug. 2016) with a dip-slip component for some of them 
(Feb. 2013). There is a clear difference between the focal mechanisms 
for earthquakes located NW of the volcano and for earthquakes located 
at SE. 

4.2. Apparent velocity variation observed during the eruptive stage 

Fig. 7 illustrates the results of the AVV analysis for station SABA 
(Fig. 7a), nearby environmental data (Fig. 7b), and for several pairs of 
stations for the 2019 time period (Fig. 7c, d). The AVV calculated in the 
lowest frequency range of 0.1–1 Hz, using the vertical and east (ZE) 
components, present a decrease of less than − 0.4% from 2014 to 2020, 
related to volcanic activity, especially at the beginning of the eruption 
and some months before the enhanced dome extrusion. This decrease 
exceeds the fluctuations of ±0.2% observed before the eruptive period 
and no clear relationship with seasonal meteorological observations can 
be established. No such long term AVV is detected using the vertical and 
north (ZN) components (Fig. 7a). Because the SABA station is located on 
the southern flank of Sabancaya, the north component is approximately 

Fig. 7. a) Apparent velocity variations calculated for two pairs of components of SABA station. b) Temperature and precipitation at the meteorological station of 
Chivay (31 km NE from crater, Fig. 2) operated by The National Meteorological and Hydrological Service (Spanish acronym: SENAMHI) of Peru. c) Sensitivity kernel 
for velocity variations obtained from cross-component correlation functions at single stations, case SABA station, surface wave velocity c = 1.38 km/s, mean free path 
ℓ = 5 km, T = 24 s in the coda. d) Average AVV obtained for single station (Z-E and Z-N) and AVV for pair of stations (see legend). 
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radial with respect to the crater while the east component is tangential. 
The observation of velocity variations much larger on the tangential 
component than on the radial one was also made at Ubinas volcano, 
Peru (Machacca-Puma et al., 2019). This anisotropy is still not properly 
explained. We speculate that the location of a noise source below the 
crater, the cone shape of the andesitic volcanoes, and/or the orientation 
of cracks, play important roles in this anisotropy. Hotovec-Ellis et al. 
(2022) suggested in the same way that the geometry of ring faults must 
be considered to interpret AVV for data from K̄ılauea Volcano. The 
largest velocity decreases calculated with the ZE components occurred 
in December 2016 and, a lesser extent, in February–March 2019. The 
former period follows by one month the eruption onset and precedes the 
formation of the new crater. The latter decrease occurred a few months 
before the rise of extrusion rate. Both episodes might result from rock 
damaging, crack opening and/or pore pressure increase in the sur-
rounding structure (Mordret et al., 2010; Carrier et al., 2015; Donaldson 
et al., 2019; Got et al., 2019). 

4.3. Modifications of the crater morphology 

The multiparametric monitoring system illustrates the temporal 
evolution of unrest parameters (Fig. 8) and reveals significant differ-
ences between the pre-eruptive and the eruptive periods. The pre- 
eruptive period began in February 2013 and was mainly characterized 
by intense seismic activity dominated by VT and dVT types (Fig. 8b, c) 
and by emissions of steam and volcanic gases. These emissions were 
generated in the crater left by the 1990s eruptive sequence and produced 
plumes of <2000 m above the crater level (Fig. 8g). A first thermal 
anomaly on Sabancaya volcano was observed in July 2014 during a 
period of intense phreatic activity, and occurrence of more TOR events. 

The eruptive period began on 6 November 2016 and was ongoing as 
of this writing (January 2023). It is characterized by the occurrence of 
(almost daily) Vulcanian explosions, which emit volcanic ash up to 
4000 m above the crater level. The level of eruptive activity varies 
strongly, with daily seismic energy of the explosions in the 0.01 to 90 MJ 
range (Fig. 8a). The AVV decreased by 0.4% in the eruptive period, 
especially during 2017 and 2019 (Fig. 8d). The thermal anomalies, 
measured by Volcanic Radiative Power, increased by almost two orders 
of magnitude between the pre-eruptive and the eruptive periods, 
reaching 100 MW for some measurements (Fig. 8f). These observations 
indicate the persistent emplacement of a lava body or dome inside the 
crater. 

Fig. 9 displays a series of satellite images that illustrate the 
morphological changes in the summit crater of Sabancaya. The main 
change observed is the formation of a new crater in 2016–2017 and the 
migration of the active vent about 160 m to the NNW. Between January 
and July 2017, the two craters were simultaneously active. The time 
occurrences of activity in both craters, according to satellite images, are 
displayed in Fig. 8e. Then, beginning at the end of June 2017, the ac-
tivity was concentrated in the new crater with a main vent located near 
its eastern edge. Some minor vents inside this crater were also observed 
on satellite images and could generate two or even three plumes during a 
single explosion sequence. On 1 October 2019, rapid lava dome growth 
was observed in the new crater. The extrusion rate of this dome mark-
edly increased at the end of this year after a sequence of strong seismic 
activity. 

HFEs seismicity was predominantly pre-eruptive and decreased in 
number and depth at the beginning of the eruption, while the LP activity 
was increasing. From the total number of HFEs (Fig. 8b), approximately 
24% correspond to crater VT events, and 25% were located (Fig. 6). The 
dVT activity occurred in bursts, some of which reached >1000 events 
per day. These bursts generally correspond to seismic swarms but in 
some instances, they are sequences of mainshock earthquakes with 
magnitude >4.5 followed by aftershocks (e.g., 21 May 2019). Figs. S8 
and S9 show examples of both types of seismic sequence. 

In the following sections, we focus on the two periods of marked 

eruptive changes: the eruption onset in 2016–2017 and the accelerated 
dome extrusion in 2019. 

4.4. Onset of eruption 

The onset of eruption on 6 November 2016 was preceded and fol-
lowed by several types of phenomena. For this reason, we analyzed in 
more detail the four-month period before and after of the eruption onset. 
Fig. 10 shows the enlarged time series of the monitored parameters 
between July 2016 and February 2017. 

The seismic activity in the areas surrounding the volcano suddenly 
increased on 15 August 2016 when several earthquakes, including a ML 
5.3 earthquake, occurred on the Ichupampa fault 25 km northeast of the 
crater. VT activity did not decay after this event, but rather remained 
high and swarm-like in the area for a few months and the LP seismicity 
gradually increased until the eruption onset (Fig. 10b). An ML 1.6 
shallow VT event occurred on 2 November at 14:28 UTC (Fig. S10), 4 
days before the eruption onset. 

During the first months of the eruptive period, the Vulcanian 
explosive activity progressively heightened and migrated from the old to 
the new crater, although the two craters remained active together for 
several months (Fig. 10d). Since December 2016, the apparent velocity 
variations estimated at station SABA displayed a decrease of up to 0.2% 
that exceeded the amplitude of the fluctuations observed during the non- 
eruptive period in January 2017 (Fig. 10e). 

Fig. 10c shows the occurrence in time of the hundred most populated 
repeaters identified in this period. Each family contains 12 to 717 events 
which are either VT, dVT or LP. HYB events are not reported here 
because few of these shallow and unenergetic events are recorded at 
SABA station, 3 km from the crater. Similarly, no significant EXP fam-
ilies occurred during this period. The repeaters are mostly composed of 
events that are too small to be located. The duration of the repeaters is 
highly variable, from a few hours to several months, especially those of 
VT type. Most LP repeaters are long-lived, probably due to their source 
mechanisms. Among the ten LP families, seven started their activity 
before the eruption onset and remained active afterward, coincident 
with the activity in the old crater. The rate of appearance of new dVT 
repeaters sharply increased in August 2016 on two separate faults and 
persisted at a high level until the eruption beginning (see Fig. 10c and 
Section 5.4). 

4.5. Acceleration of dome emplacement 

On 5 February 2017, Sentinel 2 imagery showed for the first time a 
lava dome inside the new crater, without significant changes until 
October 2019. The evolution of this lava dome was documented by using 
series of satellite images and photos taken from drone overflights. 
Fig. 11d displays the evolution of the base area of the dome through 
2019 estimated from these images. Rapid dome growth occurred from 
September to November 2019 when its surface area increased by a factor 
of 3.1 (from 18 × 103 to 57 × 103 m2). This dome emplacement coin-
cided with a marked increase in the number and energy of explosions 
(Fig. 11a). This episode of accelerated lava extrusion was preceded by 
several bursts of VT activity which were superimposed on to the almost 
constant background LP seismicity (Fig. 11b). A ML4.9 earthquake 
occurred 5 km NE of the crater on 21 May 2019, accompanied by an 
increase in VT event rate over a couple of weeks. Another strong swarm, 
which included several earthquakes with ML > 4, began on 12 August 
2019–12 km E of the crater and continued until the beginning of October 
when the dome growth was accelerating. From February to September 
2019, the apparent velocity showed a decreasing trend of about 0.2%. It 
returned to its initial value during the next two months (Fig. 11d). 

Among the 100 most populated repeaters detected in 2019, 84 were 
composed of VT + dVT events, 11 of LP type and 5 of EXPs (Fig. 11c). 
Most LP and EXP repeaters were long-lived and were already active 
before the episode of accelerated dome extrusion. During this episode, 
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Fig. 8. Time series of the multiparametric observations for 2013–2020 on Sabancaya volcano. a) Daily energy of explosions. b) Daily count of VT + dVT and LP 
seismic events recorded at SABA station. c) Focal depth bins below sea level of the located earthquakes, large M4.5 earthquakes are plotted in white circle and pre- 
eruptive shallow VT in white star. d) Apparent seismic velocity variations, the shaded gray zone corresponds to the base fluctuation of AVV observed during 
2014–2015. e) Periods of activity at the old and the new craters observed by Sentinel Playground imagery, the vertical lines correspond to the dates with clear 
visibility. f) Thermal anomaly measured by Volcanic Radiative Power. g) Plume elevation. In all panels, the horizontal hatched bars correspond to the erup-
tion period. 
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they continued their activity and two new repeaters, one LP and one 
EXP, appeared. The VT repeaters have durations much shorter than 
those of LP and EXP. They appeared generally during seismic bursts 
distal to the volcano. The most striking example is the appearance of 61 
short-lasting VT and dVT repeaters during the ~45 days preceding the 
dome emplacement. The rate of appearance of new repeaters sharply 
decreased in October and November. The VT and dVT repeaters are 
located mainly at a few foci, 5 to 15 km from the crater and at depths of 
~8 km (Fig. 12). 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Summary of results 

The Ampato-Sabancaya volcanic complex and its surrounding region 
is currently associated with intense seismic activity (of volcanic and 
non-volcanic origin), large-scale deformation, hydrothermal activity, 
explosive and effusive eruptions, and gas emissions. The most recent 
eruptive episode started on 6 November 2016 and was preceded by a 
period of 3 years and 8 months of unrest characterized by the reac-
tivation of many tectonic faults and enormous number of dVT events, 
the inflation of a deep reservoir and increased degassing from the crater. 
During the pre-eruptive and eruptive phases, hundreds of earthquakes 
were recorded per day including a total of 15 events with ML larger than 
4.5; dVT seismicity dominated before the eruption onset with some 
bursts of activity including >1000 events. No significant increase of VT 
seismicity below the summit crater was observed in the few days 

preceding the eruption onset. LP seismicity became generally dominant 
during the eruptive period. Explosive activity was preceded by a shallow 
VT event (ML = 1.6) located ~1.7 km below the volcanic edifice 
(Fig. S10). This event may be due to the breaking of the brittle-ductile 
transition boundary cap (Fournier, 2007), allowing magma to reach 
the crater surface. The sources of dVT events were located mainly from 
the NW to the East of Sabancaya at distances of up to 25 km. Very few 
earthquakes were located at the western and southern sides of the vol-
cano. A significant proportion of dVT and VT events belong to families of 
similar waveforms, especially during some bursts of activity that pre-
ceded by a few weeks the eruption onset and the acceleration of the 
dome extrusion in 2019 (Fig. 4). The observations that are presented, 
analyzed and interpreted for this 8-year-long period are consistent with 
previous works on this volcanic system (Jay et al., 2015; MacQueen 
et al., 2020; Boixart et al., 2020; Coppola et al., 2022). 

In the first sections of the paper, we presented a detailed analysis of 
the observations. Many questions arise from these results about the re-
lationships between the eruptive activity, the distal VT activity, the 
magmatic intrusion, the tectonic faults, and the hydrothermal system of 
the area. In order to integrate this complex set of observations and re-
sults in a common framework, we propose in the following sections an 
interpretative scheme and discuss the different questions and elements 
of the scenario. 

5.2. Deformation and volume of intruded magma 

The deformation observed by InSAR from 2013 to 2019 extended 

Fig. 9. Images showing the crater migration of Sabancaya volcano. a) Image taken on 6 June 2012; the blue line corresponds to the limit of active crater on that date. 
b) Image taken on 26 May 2016; the bluish zones correspond to new fumaroles fields activated during that year. c) Image taken on 2 May 2019, the blue line 
corresponds to the old crater, the black line corresponds to the new crater and the white line corresponds to the edge of the lava dome. d) Image of the new crater on 
7 November 2019, showing the extension of the dome surface since 2 May (from dashed to solid white line). e) Image of the new crater in 2021, showing dome 
destruction and several vents placed where the 2019 dome was located (dashed white line). Orange hatched area corresponds to the most active vent observed during 
the eruptive stage. Sources: Google Earth for a,b,c and DigitalGlobe for d (courtesy of Volcano Disaster Assistance Program - VDAP). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 10. Time series showing the evolution of observations between April 2016 and September 2017. a) Daily energy of explosions. b) Daily count of seismic events 
recorded at SABA station. c) Occurrence of repeaters observed at the vertical component of SABA station. d) Periods of activity of the old and the new crater observed 
in Sentinel Playground imagery (horizontal bar), the vertical line markers indicate the date with visible image. e) Apparent seismic velocity variation. f) Satellite 
thermal anomaly measured by VRP. In all cases the gray vertical shaded zone corresponds to the period when both craters were active, and the horizontal hatched 
bars correspond to the eruption period. 
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Fig. 11. Time series showing the observations for 2019. a) Daily energy of explosions. b) Daily count of seismic events recorded at SABA station. c) Time occurrence 
of repeaters. d) Velocity variation at SABA station (gray line) and dome area (black line). In all cases the gray shaded zone corresponds to the period of 
dome building. 
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over an approximately circular area centered on HHV with a radius of 
~20 km (Boixart et al., 2020; MacQueen et al., 2020; Fig. S2). It pro-
duced a maximum line-of-sight uplift rate of 3 to 5 cm yr− 1. The best 
models place a spherical inflating source below HHV at 5 to 7 km NNW 
from Sabancaya volcano at depth of 12 to 15 km below the surface 
(Boixart et al., 2020; MacQueen et al., 2020). During the period 
2013–2019, the volume change rate was estimated as 0.026 to 0.046 
km3 per year by Boixart et al. (2020) and as 0.03 to 0.05 km3 per year by 
MacQueen et al. (2020). These rates are approximately constant over the 
whole study period and no discrete injection event can be identified in 
the deformation time series displayed in Fig. S1. Extrapolating these 
values from 2013 to 2020, we obtain a total volume change ranging 
from 0.21 to 0.40 km3. 

This geodetic estimate of intruded volume allows us to test proxy 
methods for estimating intruded volume based on seismicity. White and 
McCausland (2016) proposed an empirical relationship between 
intruded magma volumes and cumulative seismic moment. In the case of 
Sabancaya, the cumulative seismic moment depends mainly on the few 
earthquakes with ML > 4 that occurred in the region, especially the Mw 
5.9 event on 17 July 2013. The seismic moments were estimated from 
the local magnitude using a relation proposed by Hanks and Kanamori 
(1978). The cumulative value obtained is 1.90 × 1018 Newton-meters. 

Using the equation proposed by White and McCausland (2016), an 
intruded volume of 0.57 km3 is obtained. Recently, Meyer et al. (2021) 
reevaluated this relationship using a Bayesian method and more recent 
data. With their updated equation we obtained an estimation of intruded 
volume of 0.195 km3. Considering the large uncertainties associated 
with these proxy estimations, which can be up to 3 orders of magnitude 
(Meyer et al., 2021), they are generally consistent with the range of 
values calculated from the deformation models. All the estimations 
indicate an intruded magma volume between 0.2 and 0.6 km3 for the 
period 2013–2020. 

5.3. Distal volcano-tectonic seismic activity 

The high level of seismic activity observed in the surroundings of 
Sabancaya – about 227,000 HFEs detected during this 8-year-long study 
period, including 15 earthquakes with magnitudes equal to or larger 
than 4.5 – is not common in volcanic systems. Most of the events 
occurred between the Huambo-Cabanaconde and the Mojopampa- 
Hornillos faults, which are two parallel major NW-SE dipping normal 

faults mapped and reported in previous studies (Jay et al., 2015; Mac-
Queen et al., 2020). They are especially concentrated at the intersection 
with perpendicular secondary faults such as the intersection of the 
Sepina and the prolongation of Huambo-Cabanaconde faults systems at 
12 km N56◦E from the active crater and that of the Sepina and the 
Ichupampa fault at ~30 km NE from the volcano summit. The focal 
mechanisms of the large earthquakes, located close to the magmatic 
inflation source NNW of the volcano, consist of dip slip movement, while 
earthquakes located NE and SE of the volcano have mainly strike-slip 
mechanisms, consistent with broad extension due to the deep volcanic 
inflation source and the regional tectonic framework, respectively. 

The regional tectonic movements probably played a role in the 
accumulation of stress on the faults and in bringing them close to the 
rupture. However, tectonics alone cannot explain the marked increase of 
the seismicity rate observed in 2013–2020 with respect to the preceding 
decade, and a similar increase in M4.5+ seismicity was also noted prior 
to the previous eruptive period from 1986 to 1998 (Antayhua et al., 
2001, 2002). Thus, we postulate that magma intrusion in the deep 
reservoir plays an important role in producing pressurization of the 
plumbing system, and, due to the effect of free surface, extensional and 
shear stresses are produced above the source (McTigue, 1987; Haut-
mann et al., 2014; Got et al., 2019; Hotovec-Ellis et al., 2022). In this 
shallow region, the Coulomb stress is progressively increased, which 
favors rupture on normal faults (MacQueen et al., 2020). In the case of 
Sabancaya volcano, the depth of the pressure source is about 13 km, 
which approximately corresponds to the radius of the largest zone in 
extension at the surface. This is similar to the width of the region where 
uplift was detected by InSAR (MacQueen et al., 2020; Boixart et al., 
2020). Therefore, this mechanism alone cannot explain the triggering of 
VT activity observed at distances larger than 13 km. Deep magma 
intrusion can also produce heating and pressurization of the surrounding 
aquifers. The gas generated by the degassing deep magma reservoir rises 
through the old permeable conduit and the surrounding rocks and 
produces heating and pressurization of the shallow hydrothermal sys-
tem. Fluid pressurization generates a progressive increase in pore 
pressure that propagates at large distance thanks to the high perme-
ability of the faults and fractures (Talwani et al., 2007) and contributes 
to the triggering of VT and dVT seismicity including some large earth-
quakes (White and McCausland, 2016). The latter explanation is 
consistent with the distribution of earthquakes and the existence of 
aquifers and hydrothermal systems in the surrounding region. 

Fig. 12. a) Average source location of HFEs events that form part of the 2016 repeaters. b) Same for 2019 repeaters. The colored circles correspond to the HFE 
repeaters preceding the eruption onset (ID: 17–84) and to the dome growing (ID: 33–93), respectively. The gray circles correspond to the rest of repeaters. Dashed 
colored contours indicate the area of inflation between May 2015 and May 2020 (See legend). 
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Additional evidence for a hydrothermal system comes from Puma 
et al. (2018), who carried out self-potential surveys in the area and 
identified a large positive anomaly, indicating the upward flow of hot 
fluids, on the northern and eastern flanks of Sabancaya volcano. They 
also detected a negative anomaly, associated with the downward flow of 
meteoric water, on the northeastern side of HHV which is interpreted as 
an aquifer within an old collapse caldera. The cluster of seismicity 
located within the corresponding scarp ring fault is probably related to 
this aquifer. The numerous geothermal springs north of HHV and along 
the Colca valley (Fig. 1), as well as the Pinchollo and Fuye geysers, are 
additional evidence of the presence of aquifers. 

Conversely, the low level of seismicity south of Sabancaya could be 
associated to the lack of hydrothermal system in this zone, existence of 
fewer faults, or to the hydraulic disconnection with the reservoir below 
HHV. This decoupling could be due to some structural barrier such as a 
ductile and impermeable zone under Sabancaya volcano. 

5.4. Seismic activity associated with the main eruptive episodes 

During the eruptive period, two episodes have produced significant 
changes in the crater morphology and in the features of the seismic 
activity: 1) the beginning of the eruption in November 2016 which was 
shortly followed by the migration of the active crater and 2) the marked 
increase of the extrusion rate of lava dome in 2019. Both eruptive events 
were preceded by reactivation of VT seismicity and especially by a 
strong burst of activity that occurred 2.5 and 1.5 months before each, 
respectively. During these two bursts, the rate of appearance of new VT 
and dVT repeaters sharply increased (Figs. 4, 10, 11 and 12) and 
decreased almost immediately after the eruption onset and the dome 
growth acceleration. 

Some of the new repeaters remained active during periods of a few 
days to a few months in 2016 and up to a few weeks in 2019. In contrast, 
since the beginning of the eruptive period, the dominant seismic activity 
is composed of LP events, some of which belong to seismic repeaters. LP 
and EXP repeaters (Fig. S11) are much more persistent, even at the onset 
of the eruption or during the episode of dome extrusion acceleration. 
This observation suggests that the sources of these repeating events and 
dome extrusion probably were located at different positions, and that 
explosive events were not much disrupted by the changes in eruptive 
activity, as suggested by the presence of the active vent on the NE edge 
of crater (Fig. 9c, d, e). Several models have been used to explain pat-
terns of LP families during dome growth and explosions including brittle 
failure of magma in the conduit (Neuberg et al., 2006; Tuffen et al., 
2008), stick-slip movements of an ascending plug (Iverson et al., 2006), 
presence of fluids or fractures in the conduit (Chouet, 1996; Waite et al., 
2008), or interaction of magma with the hydrothermal system (Matoza 
and Chouet, 2010). We are not, however, able to locate the LP families, 
and we thus cannot speculate on the source mechanism. We surmise that 
the persistence of the corresponding repeaters indicates that these 
sources are not immediately modified by the beginning of the eruption 
and the migration of the crater in 2016–2017 and by the acceleration of 
dome extrusion in 2019. They could be associated with the conduit but 
too deep to be affected, similar to activity described by Green and 
Neuberg (2006) and Thelen et al. (2011) at other volcanoes. Moreover, 
the long duration of the explosion repeaters in 2019 also suggests that 
the explosions and the lava extrusion took place in different vents as 
satellite imagery has shown (Fig. 9). 

5.5. Interpretative scenario 

The bursts of VT activity and the appearance of many new VT re-
peaters on remote tectonic faults (Fig. 12) a few weeks before the two 
main eruptive episodes in 2016 and 2019 suggest that these phenomena 
have a common origin. We cannot rule out that the temporal closeness 
between the repeaters and the eruptive phenomena is a simple coinci-
dence. However, a possible alternative interpretation can be proposed. 

We suggest that the bursts of seismicity and the increased volcanic ac-
tivity result from processes induced by magma intrusions and occurring 
simultaneously in the hydrothermal system and in the plumbing system, 
respectively. Table 2 summarizes the proposed interpretative scenario. 

A new magma injection may have started in 2012–2013 in the 
reservoir located at ~13 km below HHV, producing the wide and regular 
inflation observed by InSAR and GNSS (Boixart et al., 2020; MacQueen 
et al., 2020; Fig. S1). The gas generated by the batch of magma rose 
through a network of fractures in the closed conduit and the surrounding 
medium and produced the pressurization and heating of the aquifer as 
revealed by the thermal anomalies and the seismic unrest, including 
large and distal earthquakes, since 2013. The new magma ascended 
aseismically by slowly melting the colder material left over in the 
conduit from the previous eruption in the manner described by Coppola 
et al. (2022). The ascent rate of the column head depends on the heat 
flux escaping from the magma, the temperature of the old material 
filling the conduit, and the conduit radius. In the supporting informa-
tion, we estimated the column head velocity based on the conceptual 
model of Coppola et al. (2022) and on their measurements of heat flux. 
We obtain that, at the end of the pre-eruptive period, the upward ve-
locity could be several hundreds of meters per month. This process of 
magma progression in the conduit by melting old material is consistent 
with the low VT seismicity observed below the active crater before the 
eruption onset. 

Around May 2016, the magma head may have encountered a shallow 
aquifer producing the clear increase of degassing in June reported by 
Kern et al. (2017) and the appearance of new fumarolic fields between 
January and August (Fig. 9b). The interaction of magma with water 
produced a strong pressure increase that propagated as a pore pressure 
wave through the hydrothermal system following mainly the sur-
rounding connected faults, such as the Sepina fault. The velocity of this 
pressure wave depends on the permeability (5 10− 16 to 5 10− 14 m2) and 
the hydraulic diffusivity (0.1 to 10 m2s− 1) of the fractures and on other 
factors (Talwani et al., 2007; Mulargia and Bizzarri, 2014, 2015). It 
could have reached a few km per day in the first days and progressively 
slowed down later (Mulargia and Bizzarri, 2014). From August to 
October, the pressure wave reached remote faults and triggered dVT 
events and repeaters at distances of up to 23 km from the volcano 

Table 2 
Main observations and interpretive scenario.  

Date Scenario 

2012–2013 New magma injection in deep reservoir. 
2012–2015 Large inflation due to 13-km-deep source centered 5 km N 

from Sabancaya summit 
Ascent of magma by melting old material in conduit 
Heating and pressurization of hydrothermal system by 
rising gases, triggering distal seismic activity 
Magma head rises with velocity of a few hundreds of 
meters per month 

May 2016 Interaction of magma column with aquifer 
Generation of pore pressure wave and propagation through 
hydrothermal system 

August–October 2016 Pressure increases trigger distal VT and repeater seismicity 
2 November Breaking of the ductile-brittle transition cap by magma 

column 
6 November Magma column head reaches the surface. Onset of 

magmatic eruption. 
November 2016 Opening of magmatic system 

Decrease of pore pressure in hydrothermal system 
Reduction of VT and dVT activity 

December 2016 Fracturing and damaging of shallow structures associated 
with opening of new crater, producing velocity decrease of 
about 0.2% 

2019 New batch of magma rises in conduit 
Increase of LP and explosive activity and new repeaters 

August–September 
2019 

Another pore pressure wave triggers VT, dVT, and repeater 
activity 

October 2019 Rate of lava dome extrusion increases  
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(Fig. 12a). During this period, the magma column continued to rise to-
ward the surface with a velocity on the order of 300 m per month. Stick- 
slip movements of the magma on the conduit wall produced LP re-
peaters. The large shallow ML 1.6 VT earthquake that occurred on 2 
November below the crater was probably due to the fracturing of the 
impermeable cap by the magma column head, a few days before the 
eruption began. In November, the opening of the magmatic system 
produced a decrease of the pore pressure in the hydrothermal system 
and the reduction of the VT and dVT activity. Then, the progressive 
opening of the new crater could be associated with the fracturing and 
damaging of the shallow structure of the volcano as revealed by the 
velocity decrease of ~0.2% detected in December. 

In 2019, a new batch of magma intruded into the conduit producing 
an increase of the LP and explosive activity, including new repeaters, a 
velocity decrease of <0.2%, and the acceleration of the lava dome 
extrusion in October. The interaction of this intrusion with the aquifer 
generated another pore pressure wave that triggered, after some delay, 
bursts and repeaters of VT and dVT events (Fig. 12b). 

6. Conclusions 

The long-lived eruption of Sabancaya volcano is an example of 
complex interactions between magmatic processes, tectonic environ-
ment, and hydrothermal system. Its study required multiparametric 
observations provided by a permanent monitoring network operated by 
IGP in harsh conditions, as well as the use of state-of-the-art tools for 
data analysis. Sabancaya and its surrounding region were characterized 
by a high level of seismic activity before and during the eruptive period, 
composed mainly of proximal and distal volcano-tectonic events, LP 
events, and explosion quakes. Using an improved velocity model, we 
carried out precise hypocenter determinations and identified different 
types of seismic sequences, earthquakes with magnitudes higher than 4, 
and long-lived seismogenic zones at distances of up to 30 km from the 
volcano. 

A large part of the seismic catalog belongs to the numerous families 
of similar waveforms, or repeaters. In particular, two bursts of seismic 
activity that included many new repeaters were observed a few weeks 
before the main eruptive events, i.e., the eruption onset in 2016 and the 
acceleration of lava dome extrusion in 2019. All these observations 
highlight the major role of the hydrothermal system in the surrounding 
region. Its progressive heating by magmatic gases produced increases of 
pore pressure and of Coulomb stress that triggered ruptures on close and 
remote faults. The sudden interaction of magma with the aquifer 
generated pore pressure waves that propagated at long distance and 
triggered bursts of seismicity and distal VT repeaters. 

In the conduit, processes of magma convection, heat transfer, and 
melting of the old material may explain slow rising of magma from the 
deep reservoir to the surface and the lack of clear increase of VT seismic 
activity beneath the crater in the days preceding the eruption. The most 
marked velocity decrease was observed after the eruption onset and may 
be related to the opening of a new shallow conduit and the migration of 
the eruptive activity from the old crater to a new crater. 

The continuous monitoring and forecasting of eruptive events are 
challenging at Sabancaya. Much work is still required to understand the 
high level and wide distribution of the different kinds of seismic activity, 
the role of the hydrothermal system, the propagation of pressure waves, 
and the triggering of distal earthquakes. Furthermore, improvements to 
the model of rising magma, which could take into account mechanical 
aspects, rock damage, the offset of the deep reservoir north from 
Sabancaya, and interactions with the aquifer and ductile-brittle transi-
tion are needed to better explain velocity variations, LP and explosion 
activity, and improve interpretations of future activity. 
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